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Introduction
It was heartening to see fewer questions left blank in this series. The vast majority of candidates

attempted every question, improving their chances of accessing all available marks. The only real

exception seemed to be Question 10 about cost plus pricing which was sometimes not answered or

not very well answered and this was quite unexpected.

Section A

All questions in Section A are the supported multiple choice questions (SMCQ).

Candidates do not generally go on to fully develop why their answer was correct in part (b). This

means they are unable to access further marks for explaining their correct choice of answer.

A significant number of marks for SMCQs can be gained for explaining why other distracters are

wrong. However, these responses need to have fully applied explanations and not just a definition.

For example, candidates often just state ‘X is wrong’ and then give a definition which gains no

marks. This response needs to be applied in relation to the business or issue in the stem or

question. For example, X is wrong because - then explain how or why it does not apply.

Section B

The case study was accessible to candidates and acted as a very good platform from which

candidates could apply relevant business theories.

As has been said previously, candidates still need to be aware that it is not enough to just mention

the name of the business, or quote from the question stem when applying their answer to the

person, business, concept or issue in the question. This was a particular cause for concern with

candidates often referring only to 'yoghurt' or 'Chobani' as context.

A well analysed or evaluated response will be limited to the previous level if there is no application.

In reality, this means a well-analysed response that is not applied to the context in the stem or

question will only be able to be rewarded with a maximum of 4 marks.
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Question 1 

Question 1 was answered quite weakly on the whole. Whilst the majority of candidates got part (a)

correct, in answering part (b) a significant number of candidates could not give a clear,

knowledgeable definition of a franchise business. Very few candidates were able to access full

marks for the development of why part (a) was correct (why 'using an established brand name' is an

advantage of buying a McDonald's franchise).

In dismissing the distracters, a significant number of candidates were confused regarding control of

suppliers, stating the franchisee had this control without considering the standard systems and

processes of the McDonald’s (or any) franchise. Similarly, responsibility for decision making was

stated that either the franchisee or the franchisor had all the decision making power - rather than

this would be shared, depending on the level of decision required.

That said, a number of candidates were able to dismiss the incorrect distracters with developed

reasons why they were incorrect. However, there are still a large number of candidates making

simple assertions that a distracter is wrong without explaining how or why.

This example is one of the few to offer an acceptable definition of a franchise. It offered more than

just 'it’s a brand name'. However the candidate then offers an assertion for the reason/application

of why buy McDonald's. The dismissal of distracter C is particularly well developed.
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This candidate achieved 1 mark for part (a) and 2 marks for part (b).
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Definition: identifies the purchaser 'buys the right'

to use a brand image, name and sell products. The

mark is given for the recognition of 'buy the rights'.

In attempting application and development, the

candidate identifies 'McDonald's is well

established, so it benefits the franchisor to use its

name'. They have been given this information in

the stem and question. No marks are given

because it does not explain why/how this is a

benefit.

Distracter C is really well dismissed and the mark is

given for '...must use the same supplier...which is

done to maintain the taste as other franchises for

a McDonald's'. This mark would have been

rewarded equally if the candidate has discussed,

for example, maintaining quality.

When writing reasons, advantages or

disadvantages - test your statement by asking

how/why or so what? If what you have written

does not answer these questions, it is probably an

assertion or statement and needs to be developed

further to access the marks.
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This example shows a typically incorrect definition of a franchise. Dismissal of distracters are very

brief, but one does manage to hit a key point in the mark scheme to receive a mark.

This candidate achieved 1 mark for part (a) and 1 mark for part (b).
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Definition: The focus is on 'it is a brand

name/buying a brand name/provided the brand

name'. This is the answer to part (a) in writing. As

this mark was already given for part (a) it cannot

be rewarded again. It is not a definition of a

franchise which needs to identify paying for the

right to buy/use/license to use a brand/product

knowledge/systems.

Dismissal of distracter B [making all your own

decisions] is incorrect. In stating 'because decisions

are made by the franchisor not the franchisee' the

candidate demonstrates lack of understanding.

This response would have been rewarded with a

mark if the candidate said some or most of the

decisions are made by (either franchisor or

franchisee).

Option D is dismissed briefly but does hit a key

point in the mark scheme about 'profits are

shared'. More able candidates discussed payments

of royalty fees from profits but recognition of a

share of profits was deemed an acceptable

answer.
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In this example we see another typical but incorrect definition of a franchise. However the

candidate was able to access all available marks because of their application and development for

why part (a) was correct and their dismissal of the distracters.

This candidate achieved 1 mark for part (a) and 3 marks for part (b).
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Definition: focus is on 'an already established

brand name... allows the franchisee to generate

capital' is not an acceptable definition of a

franchise. Need to see reference to buying/selling

rights to use... or licensing with tie limits.

Application: candidate recognises McDonald's

customers are brand aware and brand loyal,

although some misunderstanding of cash flow

rather than capital flow so the mark was given for

application rather than development.

Dismissal of B is rewarded with a mark for

recognising franchisee 'does not have the authority

to make all the decisions in the business'.

Dismissal of C is rewarded with a mark for

recognising the 'franchisee will be given a specific

list of suppliers they may not choose others'.

At this point the candidate had achieved all 3

marks available for part (b) but their dismissal of

distracter D -franchisor receives a percentage of

the profits, is also correct. Had the candidate not

accessed the application mark, the maximum they

could have received for correctly dismissing all

distracters would have been 2 marks.

Attempt application by developing some of the

information from the stem (without just repeating

it), or use of your own knowledge to introduce

other examples to illustrate the point you are

trying to make.
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Question 2 

Question 2 was well answered on the whole. Most candidates correctly defined segmentation and

were able to give examples of how this might be achieved, e.g. by demographics, income, age, etc.

Fewer candidates were able to develop this to analyse why or how it was that this might be

advantageous to Schuh (because they can then more easily and specifically meet their customers’

needs and wants very directly). A significant number incorrectly selected the option that it would

limit the range of products being offered as the correct answer.

This example shows a simple response that gives a correct definition and dismisses two of the

incorrect distracters with good application and development.
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Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (3 marks)

Definition correctly developed to identify the

division of market (smaller sections) followed by

examples of unique characteristics and behaviour

(e.g. gender, religion, etc).

Note: normally marks are not awarded for the

term 'etc' but this candidate gave a correct

definition and clearly identified some relevant

examples.

Option B and Option D are dismissed in context of

the questions (Schuh, shoes and fashion trends).

Developing distracters in the context of the actual

stem or question are another way to gain marks

when you cannot fully develop the answer to part

(a).
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In this example we can see a definition that is not fully developed and repeats the question. This

candidate also repeats the stem in their answer which may have cost them a mark.
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Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (2 marks)

Definition of market segmentation 'broken down

into many segments' is circular and does not

demonstrate clear knowledge or understanding of

what market segmentation is.

Paragraph two is where the candidate repeats the

stem (...target its market such as men women and

children...). This is not rewarded with any marks.

However, the candidate went on to explain

'...because they offer a range of products...able to

maximise profits.' Which is enough development

to gain 1 mark.

Dismissing distracter A is rather weak but it does

identify the main aim of segmentation - to increase

the range of products offered. Which is slightly

more than just stating the opposite of the

distracter as a reason why it is incorrect.

Take care when using information from the stem

or question - make sure you are using it to develop

your answer in some way.
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This is an example of a very well-developed response. There are so many correct points in Part (b),

this candidate would have gained more marks if they were available, but it is only worth 3 marks

maximum.
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Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (3 marks)

Definition complete, correct and with one example

(demographics) (1 mark).

Development of why part (a) is correct - business is

more aware/able to predict what customers want

(1 mark) ensures more sales and profit (1 mark).

Distracters B and D dismissed in context of the

questions. These would have been worth 1 mark

each if they were needed.

To develop a response in this much detail is very

good, but in a time constrained exam there is a

danger of running out of time if you try to answer

every question in this amount of detail. You have

to decide when to move onto the next question to

maximise the marks you can access.
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Question 3 

The majority of candidates responded well to this question. However, a significant number

confused product trials with product sampling. To be clear, the definition of product trials needs to

have a limiting factor, for example geographical boundaries, time limited, etc.

This example shows how the candidate misunderstands what is meant by product trials and

actually defines sampling.
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Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (1 mark)

Definition actually states 'sample new products'.

There are no limiting factors in the definition to

indicate a product trial, as opposed to product

sampling, therefore knowledge is not secure (0

marks).

The development of why part (a) is correct goes on

to state '...feedback from consumers that

represent their market...' (1 mark).

Distracter C is not quite developed enough to

explain how this relates to economies of scale (e.g.

due to smaller production runs for product trials).
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This example demonstrates how a candidate can get part (a) wrong but still gain marks for part (b)

in dismissing the distracters.
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Definition incorrect - explaining the answer in part

(a) which is incorrect. (Note, had the candidate

given a correct definition of a product trial it would

have been rewarded with 1 mark).

The section on Tesco receiving consumer feedback

is valid and worth a mark.

Dismissal of distracter D is given 1 mark for

identifying it is 'primary research' and developing it

with 'new data/not existing data'. (Note primary

research on its own would not be enough for the

mark - this is what it is but the development needs

to be about how or why the distracter is incorrect).

As part (a) was incorrect, the maximum marks

available for part (b) are 2 marks - which was

achieved by this candidate.
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This is an example of a well-developed answer that clearly achieves full marks, even though they

did not give a full explanation of why part (a) is correct.
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Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (3 marks)

Definition of product trial - identifies 'confined

market' as a limiting factor (1).

Dismisses distracter A with development - because

of 'temporary demand and false forecasts' (1).

Dismisses distracter D with a full development of

why it is not secondary research (1).
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Question 4 

Responses to this question made it very clear that whilst many candidates can give a text book

definition of opportunity cost, very few actually understand what that means.

A significant number of the definitions lacked “forgone” or reference to something being given up

as the result of a decision made. Many made reference to the loss of money/earnings from

employment but did not develop their answer to explain how this was an opportunity cost.

Dismissal of the distracters tended be mixed with some very good responses at times.

In this example the candidate got the part (a) incorrect, yet manages to gain 1 mark in part (b).
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Part (a) (0)

Part (b) (1)

This example demonstrates a text book definition

of opportunity cost and was rewarded with 1 mark

for this.

However the answer to part (a) and dismissal of

distracters shows the candidate is not clear on

exactly what this means.

Attempts to dismiss distracter B -the correct

answer.

Opportunity cost can be a difficult concept for

some people to understand. One way of

developing understanding is to give candidates a

decision to make that involves a real choice and

loss that may be personal to them. For example:

The choice between a job with earnings now (and

receive £10,000 per year) or to continue with their

education to degree level and get a job with

earnings of £25,000 per year in 3-4 years’ time.

Whichever they choose involves a personal loss of

some kind.
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This is an example of a good response that gained full marks.
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Part (a) (1)

Part (b) (3)

This answer gives an alternative definition to the

text book version usually offered. It is still correct

and rewarded with a mark.

The second paragraph develops an answer as to

why the loss of earnings is an opportunity cost in

this case (1 mark).

Dismissal of distracter A correctly identifies he did

not have 'that' (marketing costs) when employed

so did not actually lose anything in making this

choice. A developed answer (1 mark).
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Question 5 

Many candidates struggled to accurately identify corporation tax as the correct response to part (a).

Definitions of corporation tax were often incorrect and or described taxes generally. Definitions of

retained profit were usually stronger but many incorrectly described net profit.

In attempting to develop their answer, the most common response was that profit less tax would

mean more retained profit - this was not as well explained as expected although this was accepted.

Candidates should be able to be more specific.

How retained profit might be useful was clearly understood in the development.

This example demonstrates a definition of net profit rather than retained profit.

Distracters are dismissed really well with good development.
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Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (2 marks)
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Following from the incorrect definition (0 marks),

the distracters were able to gain 1 mark each:

Dismissal of distracter A is developed to more than

the usual 'because a decrease in tax will lead to an

increase in retained profit' (on its own this isn’t

worthy of a mark); further development is made in

the next part of the sentence 'since tax is an

expense for the business, and if this expense

decreases, this means there will be more retained

profit' (1).

Dismissal of distracter D explains how the seller is

'pocketing more profits' therefore this 'will not

result in an increase in selling price' (1).

Writing definitions at the start of a response is a

good way to gain a mark (NB: if two definitions are

written, only one knowledge mark will be

rewarded) provided the definition is correct of

course.
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This example shows a really well-written response.

Part (a) (1 mark)

Part (b) (3 marks)
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Definition of corporation tax is correct (1).

The definition of retained profit is not quite

developed enough - it needs to indicate that

retained profit is held (retained) in the business

(for example, to be used for expansion or kept in

reserve).

The development is just enough for a mark '...as

less is deducted from profits' indicates

understanding the reason why a decrease in profit

will have this effect (1).

Dismissal of distracter C shows clear

understanding of why a decrease in corporation

tax will not cause a decrease in fixed costs 'fixed

costs are deducted from this profit previously...'

(before taxes), '...therefore corporation tax does

not affect fixed costs' (1).
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Question 6 

This question proved challenging for many candidates.

Definitions of supply tended to be incomplete and miss one of the key points.

In developing their answer, although not a requirement, a significant number of candidates drew

supply curve diagrams. To be considered for marks, these need to be correct, labelled, explained

and linked to the question. A few of these were completed and referred to as required, but many

were drawn and not referred to in the response at all.

The development of these responses were generally weak and the distracters often explained with

an assertion without explaining why it was wrong.

Many candidates supposed that the supply curve would move to the right and could not explain

why prices would not increase.

This example shows a typically incomplete definition and tries to dismiss distracters by making

assertions that are not developed as required.
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Part (a) (0 marks)

Part (b) (0 marks)
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The definition of supply is incomplete. It states a

supplier has the ability to supply at given

price/given time (0).

To gain a mark the definition needs to have all

three key points (willing and able; given price;

given time) because without every one of these,

any product simply cannot be supplied.

Development is trying to justify the correct answer

to part (a) - but the candidate did not give the

correct answer therefore cannot be rewarded for

this (0).

Similarly, distracter D is not fully

developed/completed. '...a price will tend to rise

rather than decrease.' Why? (0).
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This example shows an incorrect answer to part (a) but the candidate was able to gain a mark for

part (b) with a correct and complete definition.

Part (a) (0)

Part (b) (1)

Part (a) is incorrect as the supply curve would

move to the left (0).

The definition identifies all three key points -

willing and able; give price over a given (time)

period (1).
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This is an excellent example of a well-developed and well-explained response in part by using a

diagram to illustrate the effect of a crop failure.

Part (a) (1)

Part (b) (3)
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Definition is full and complete (willing and able;

given price and time) (1).

Diagram is correct, clearly labelled to show the

impact of crop failure (arrows left) and explained in

the text (1).

Distracter C is well dismissed by explaining it is a

movement along the supply curve and references

the diagram to indicate what actually happens

(from S to S1) (1).

If a diagram is drawn in a candidate response, it

must be referred to in some way in the

development of any explanation (unless the

question specifically only asks for a diagram).
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Question 7 

On the whole this question was well answered. Most candidates chose 'decision making' and

'keeping all the profit'.

A significant number of candidates lost marks by not applying their answer to the context of

Hamdi's ownership and management of Chobani. That said, the inclusion of single words such as

'yogurt' or 'Chobani' on their own are not enough to count as application.

Candidates need to use the information in the case study to strengthen their answer. For example -

(knowledge) decision making; (application) Hamdi decided not to use venture capitalists to invest in

his business as he feared they may try and make him sell to food companies when they wanted to

take their cash out; (analysis) by avoiding this Hamdi was able to grow Chobani at the pace he

wanted to without reliance on external investors.

Similarly directly copying out several sentences from the case study is not enough for application.

The candidate can use the information but must develop it within their response.

Other acceptable answers were seen such as freedom/being your own boss; can stay in

control/cannot be taken over by other investors/venture capitalists/shareholders.

This example shows how a candidate identified a correct benefit of sole ownership (decision

making) but the second was a generic benefit that could apply to any type of business.
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Benefit 1: Relevant to question.

Knowledge: Handles all decisions himself.

Application: no attempt at application. Analysis:

can invest as much as he wants.

Benefit 2: Applies to any type of business not just

sole ownership - no marks.

For example: due to success of his business, if

Hamdi needed more money to invest, he can easily

ask banks -this holds true of partnerships, limited

companies etc.

Other development points made would support

the first benefit of decision making but the analysis

mark has already been rewarded.

By setting out their answer in a logical format with

sub-headings such as Benefit 1 and Benefit 2, can

help candidates organise their response.
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This example shows how a candidate can lose a mark by missing out on application and also a well-

developed benefit to access all available marks.
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Benefit 1: Knowledge: keeps all the profits.

Application: only attempt at application is 'Hamdi

only works at Chobani' which is not developed

enough. Analysis: Hamdi can improve his standard

of living, is weak but a potential result of keeping

all the profits.

This illustrates how the word 'Chobani' on its own

is not enough for application.

Benefit 2: Knowledge: decision making.

Application: he immediately hired a master yogurt

maker instead of trying to train employees.

Analysis: ensured he could set up his business

faster.

Candidate develops the hiring of 'master yogurt

maker' and not just lifted it from the case study.
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Question 8 (a) 

This question asks for two benefits of a business plan for Hamdi. Many candidates only offered one

reason. However, most candidates could offer two reasons, but often lacked application in context

of Hamdi's requirements. Development and analysis regarding why a business plan was a benefit

to Hamdi in his particular situation was often weak.

This example demonstrates a typical answer where only one reason is developed but the candidate

can gain 4 marks.
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Definition is acceptable (1 knowledge mark).

Reason: to obtain finance from lenders (1

knowledge mark).

Analysis: '... gives Hamdi the opportunity to grow,

as he is able to acquire finance...' (1 mark).

Application: '...used the business plan to acquire a

loan from a bank with the help of SBA...’ (1 mark).

NB: second potential analysis mark for '...which led

the bank to trust him' could not be given as this

mark was rewarded for the previous analytical

point. This would have been applied to the second

reason had it been given and developed.

If a 6-mark question asks for two benefits or

reasons, the marks are usually allocated as follows:

Reason 1: Knowledge (1); Application (1); Analysis

(1)

Reason 2: Knowledge (1); Application (1); Analysis

(1)

A correct definition will usually secure one or more

of the knowledge marks.
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This is an example of a sufficiently developed response to the question.

The candidate has given a definition and two reasons which actually amounts to four knowledge

marks. However, there are only two knowledge marks available for the whole question.

Both reasons given were applied to the context of the evidence and case study and each had some

analysis showing results or consequences.

As a result, this response achieved the full 6 marks.
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Definition correct and complete (Knowledge: 2).

Reason 1: convince investors of clear cut objectives

(K).

Application: ...spent two days writing a business

plan/...offered a personal guarantee (1).

Analysis: ...which allowed the bank to approve. (not

deeply analytical but does show result of the

action/reason) (1).

Reason 2: ...to understand how much finance he

would need (K).

Application: '...the machines in the factory would

be more than $1m (1).

Analysis: ...give him a clear perspective on how to

achieve it (1).
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Question 8 (b) 

This question asks for two features of Chobani products that gave it a competitive advantage. This

was usually answered reasonably well.

A significant number of candidates just referred to 'yoghurt' which on its own is not enough to be

accepted as application. The points made need to have the case study evidence embedded into the

answer. There were many opportunities for this in the evidence such as the packaging, ingredients

used, flavours, etc.

Candidates were able to gain marks for different features which could be used for either

knowledge or application. However, the same feature could not be rewarded twice in a single

response.

Many candidates did not develop their response to explain the results, causes or consequences of

the features discussed and could not access marks for analysis.

This example demonstrates how a candidate starts well with good knowledge and application but

does not take their response to full analysis.

It also shows how the candidate gained marks for different features used for either knowledge or

application.
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This response gained 4 marks.
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Partial definition of competitive advantage - the

unique aspect (Knowledge: 1 mark) would need to

see this further developed for the second

knowledge point, for example, '...that competitors

cannot easily copy'.

Feature 1: Yoghurts were thicker with low sugar

and different flavours (K: 1 mark).

Application: Different from the American yoghurts

which were sweet and watery (1).

Analysis: ...a unique aspect of Chobani's yoghurts -

is an attempt at analysis but this is a knowledge

mark repeated from the definition. It is not

developed to say how/why this gives it a unique

feature. For example, could be seen as a healthier

option/perceived to be a much higher quality than

the American version.

Feature 2: ...its packaging (K but both marks

already rewarded).

Application: American containers narrow

openings...Chobani's containers with wider

openings (1).

Analysis: not attempted (0).
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This example demonstrates how the knowledge and application can be interchanged, depending

on how the candidate answers the question.

This is a reasonably well-developed response that logically discusses each feature in turn making it

easy to see where marks can be allocated to.

This response received the full 6 marks without a definition.
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Feature 1: Chobani's packaging (K1).

Application: containers are wider compared to

American yoghurts (1).

Analysis: good branding...as customers can easily

recognise Chobani's Greek yoghurt (1).

Feature 2: ...yoghurts are thicker, low sugar (K1).

Application: ...flavoured with chocolate, cherry and

caramel pecan (1).

Analysis: ...has unique flavours (over other

yoghurts in the market) perfected over two years

(1).
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Question 9 (a) 

This question on calculating Chobani's profit for the year margin was very well answered by the

majority of candidates. It was pleasing to see the high levels of recognition of the need to add % in

the final answer. Without this % mark the knowledge that this is a margin and not a whole number

is not secure, so cannot be rewarded with a mark if it is missing.

A few candidates did not fully read the question which asked for “to two decimal places” which may

have affected their ability to achieve the final mark (depending on the accuracy of their rounding up

or down).

A common error was for candidates to use the gross profit figure from the extract, although it

cannot be certain if this was due to them not understanding the term 'profit for the year' or not

reading the question correctly.

This example shows a candidate correctly setting out the calculation but missed the final %.

Note, although the candidate did not set out the formula separately, knowledge was implied in the

way the calculation was set out and this knowledge mark was given.

This response received 3 marks.
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Formula - placing of figures correct (2).

Calculation correct (1).

Does this answer mean $32.8m or 32.8%?

Examiners can only mark what is there and not

make any assumptions on what may be in a

candidate's mind. Therefore the final mark for this

response cannot be rewarded.

Read the question fully until it is understood what

is being asked for.

Whenever the question asks for margins

demonstrate understanding of this with %.

When it asks for one or two decimal places, comply

with this to ensure accuracy of answer.
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This is an example of a common error where

candidates use the gross profit figure from the

extract and divide it by the profit for the year.

Demonstrates lack of knowledge/understanding of

the differences between gross profit and profit for

the year (net profit).
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This is an example of a perfectly set out response. This very clearly achieves all 4 marks.

Formula is set out correctly.

Figures from the extract are correctly placed.

The calculation is done correctly and % used

indicating knowledge of profit margins.
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Question 9 (b) 

This question on the benefits of Chobani offering its products to a mass market was answered

reasonably well.

The benefits of the larger mass market were clear to most candidates. Counter arguments of why

this may not be advantageous were not usually as well developed. For example a significant

number of candidates missed opportunities to discuss the possible difficulty in being able to

continue a premium pricing strategy in the long term and/or the challenges of continuing the

maintenance of quality in a mass market with a lot of competitors.

As in previous questions, application was weaker than expected with many candidates relying on

the simple term 'yoghurt' or company name 'Chobani' to act as business context.

This example demonstrates the candidate understands some of the benefits of mass marketing but

has not applied this in any context except to use the name 'Chobani'.

There is no attempt at evaluation.

This is a weak Level 3 response that could have gained 5-6 marks if it had any business context at

all. As it stands, with no context applied to this answer, it is limited to the top of Level 2 for 4 marks.
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Definition of mass marketing is knowledge for

Level 1.

Development identifies benefits ...wider consumer

market/ ...economies of scale/ ...faster growth than

niche markets. All points for Level 3.

No counter argument (disadvantages) thus cannot

reach Level 4.

No context other than Chobani brand name, no

discussion in context of impact on the business.

Therefore limited to top of previous level (Level 2).
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This example demonstrates how the candidate has developed their answer on both sides of

analysis and evaluation.

However, context is only applied to one side of the argument (analysis). The evaluation is sparse

and deemed not in context.

This response achieved 7 marks.
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This example starts well with analysis of benefits at

Level 3, ...products will be well known

(consequence) and gives context ...available in

supermarkets/...not in specialised markets.

Level 3 analysis and application in context

continues to the end of the substantial first

paragraph.

The final paragraph starts to evaluate (potential

price sensitivities) but does not really apply in

context other than reference to 'branded yoghurts'

and 'Chobani' which does not stand up to the

testing of context. (These terms can be replaced by

any other brand and it makes no difference to the

quality of the response, therefore not in context).

This was assessed to be (just) into Level 4 with

context on one side only therefore 7 marks.

Using business context fully on both sides of a

correct assessment ensures a candidate can

access all the available marks.
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Question 10 

This question on cost-plus pricing was not as well answered as expected. There was a significant

amount of blank responses where candidates did not attempt to answer the question.

A significant number of candidates showed misunderstanding of what a cost plus pricing strategy

is. Many candidates believed that a cost plus pricing strategy would automatically allow Chobani to

charge a higher price but did not consider the impact of rising competition on this strategy.

Similarly, a significant number of candidates believe cost plus pricing guaranteed a profit with every

sale without taking break-even levels into consideration.

A majority of candidates did not use any application in context or at best, offered one-sided context

which meant many potentially good answers could not access all available marks as a result.

This is an example of a basic response at Level 3. However, other than reference to 'yoghurt' or

'Chobani' there is no application to the overall business context at all.
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This response received 4 marks.
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First paragraph defined cost-plus pricing for Level

1.

The following paragraphs start with more

explanations of cost plus pricing (Level 1) but

eventually moving into very basic analysis for Level

3 with results/consequences ... will have an idea if

it’s working... if customer like their product

(Chobani) will get profitable.

Level 3 not in context therefore, instead of being

able to access up to 6 marks at Level 3 this

response was limited to Level 2 and received 4

marks.
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This example shows a well-developed response with some context on both sides.

There was some misunderstanding of the mark-up in cost plus pricing (...enable Chobani to receive

stable income from each product it sells as there would be a profit mark-up...). No reference to

break-even point of sale before a profit can be made. This limited the response to 11 marks.
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Begins with explanation of cost plus pricing.

Moves to Level 3 with reasons why cost plus

pricing is suitable (easy to implement). Context

comes later in the second paragraph with

reference to 'easy to calculate its profit margins

from sales of $1bn'.This is where a section on

break-even point before profits were made could

have pushed it to full marks.

Evaluation for Level 4 identifies alternative pricing

strategies (premium pricing) then context in

discussing Australian market and potential to use

penetration pricing.

A more able answer, context was quite light but

present in enough detail to count and take this to

11 marks.
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Question 11 

This question on evaluating Hamdi's decisions to use bank loans rather than venture capital was

generally well answered by the majority of candidates. Application in context was generally good at

Level 3 with bank loans the popular choice and often argued well. Context was sometimes omitted

and therefore limited some candidates to the previous level.

This example demonstrates a response that offers analysis and evaluation but only light context on

one side.
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This response received 9 marks.
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Application in context is apparent at the end of

paragraph two with recognition that the offer for

the fully equipped yoghurt factory is time limited -

a short amount of time to raise the money.

The candidate presents counter arguments and

analysis throughout this response but no other

context. Completed with a very basic conclusion.

Had this response been developed with context on

both sides it could have accessed 11-12 marks and

a stronger conclusion may have accessed 13-14

marks.

As it stands this was deemed to be Level 4 in

context on one side and only strong enough for 9

marks.
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This is an example of a quite well-developed response, in context on both sides.

This response received 11 marks.
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The candidate sets out a logical analysis of Hamdi's

decision to use bank loans. There is context

throughout the analysis. For example, (bank loans

meant) remained sole owner of the company; no

need to share $1bn business; development of the

yoghurts.

Evaluation was in arguing venture capitalists (VC)

opinions/influence; risk factors but the only

context was in reference to Hamdi's move from

Turkey to USA and needing VC guidance.

Otherwise the argument was generic.

This was deemed to be at Level 4 in context on

both sides for 11 marks.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance in this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Section A: Multi Choice Questions (MCQ)

When answering part (b) in MCQs try to explain why part (a) is correct as a three part answer 1:

definition of key term; 2: application to the scenario in the stem or question and 3: develop the

application to a cause, cost or consequence to part (a).

When attempting to dismiss incorrect distracters in MCQs, a definition is not required. The

answer should be developed against why it cannot be a correct answer to part (a) again with

application and development.

Section B

Lack of application in context is one of the main reasons why marks are lost.

Application can be taken from the case study evidence but you must use it within the context of

your answer by referring to it in the development of your response.

If the question uses the phrase '...in a company such as...’ the 'such as' means you can use

examples from your own knowledge as application provided it is in the correct context of the

question.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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